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The interest in drug combinations has
varied over time. In earlier times, pharma-
cists would possibly put a range of active
ingredients in the same preparation which
may have contained active remedies to
treat the heart, the lungs and muscle pain.
Multi-ingredient pill preparations were
presented to the patient in a nice box and
taken once or twice daily. Dosages were
adjusted to patient needs and compliance
was supported by easy administration.
Over time, such preparations were
regarded as non-hygienic, time consuming
to prepare and costly.

Pharmaceutical industry developments
such as ‘one dose to all’ meant that fixed
combinations became less usable. However,
many pharmaceutical preparations, particu-
larly for pain, contained analgesic sub-
stances and other ingredients such as
spasmolytics, sedatives and caffeine. In the
late 1970s, the authorities tidied up the
flora of fixed drug combinations by claiming
that ingredients acting by different mechan-
isms for the indication should be given in
sufficient and effective doses and have a
similar duration of action. It was considered
important that there should be no doubt
about when a new dose should be taken and
not just when one of the substances no
longer had any effect. Adverse effects could
appear if a new dose was taken at this early
time point. However, a breakthrough of

symptoms might occur when the new dose
was taken if some components were largely
eliminated and therefore ineffective. As a
result, the number of analgesics fell drastic-
ally and there became a general reluctance
from the drug industry to market fixed drug
combinations. The result of this was a large
increase in the number of drugs prescribed
for an individual.
In the early 1980s older patients took

three to four drugs; today they may be
taking 10 when self-medication prepara-
tions are included. In turn, this increases
the demand for compliance support, more
individual drug information on each prep-
aration, interaction problems and the
growth of clinical pharmacy to cope with
the new challenges.
Therefore, what is the issue? No single

pharmaceutical substance has only one
target. Generally, there are two, three, or
more often, several acting directly or indir-
ectly. For example, phenothiazine anti-
psychotic drugs have an action on
dopaminergic, cholinergic, serotonergic,
noradrenergic/adrenergic, histamine and
sodium channel receptors. The anti-
psychotic effect is weak but the side effects
are distressing for the patient. Remarkably,
the drug with the most interactions on dif-
ferent receptors, clozapine, is regarded as
the most clinically effective of the class. The
reason for this is not understood but a
certain delicate balance of all receptor inter-
actions may furnish the best cocktail for
clinical efficacy. Other drugs with a multi-
tude of receptor interactions are antidepres-
sants, opioids, benzodiazepines, digitalis,

among many others. Still it seems that a
broad receptor interaction as in the older
antidepressant seems more favourable for
clinical success and the anxiolytic effect of
morphine is still unbeaten. In conclusion, a
single drug substance may provide a fixed
drug combination with many pharmaco-
logical effects.

Have we overlooked the importance of
a balanced treatment in an unbalanced
disease state? Disease can be described as
an imbalance in a normal system that
should be corrected. The body does not
often have the instructions or ability to
repair an imbalance. A single drug may
not have the ability to counterbalance the
event, perhaps even less so if there is a
single target of action. A combination of
actions as in many drug substances and
preparations might be more successful to
reach the balance. However, an individua-
lised dosing regimen for a patient will be
lost with a fixed dose combination, irre-
spective of how it is provided.

In the present issue of European
Journal of Hospital Pharmacy there is an
account of the advantages and drawbacks
of fixed drug combinations. We are inter-
ested in your opinions and comments in
the journal.
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